Ponvidyashram group of schools
Worksheet for periodic test 1- 2017-18
Class :IV Std Subject :Science
Lesson :Clothes
I.Fill in the blanks
1. _______________ is a natural fibre we wear in summer.
2. The clothes that protect our body from rain are made up of ___________ fibres
3. _________________ clothes should be dried in shade.
4. The materials used for making clothes are called ____________
5. Swimming costumes are made of ________________ fibres.

II.choose the correct answer
1. A set of similar clothes worn by the people
a.jacket

b.uniform

c.shirts

d.woollen

2. We keep these between the clothes to keep insects away
a.detergent

b.mothball

c.colours

d.silk worms

3.The fibre not obtained by animals is
a.wool

b.polyester

c.silk

d.fur

4.Fibres that are obtained by plants or animlas
a.natural

b.synthetic

c.fabrics

d.uniform

5.Clothes do not protect us from
a.heat

b.thief

c.rain

III.Match the following
1. Rain

-

silkworm

2. Early humans

-

protect woollen clothes

3. Mothballs

-

hair like thread

4. Silk

–

skin of animals.

d.Cold

IV True or False
1. Wearing clean clothes can cause diseases.

(

)

2. Fabrics are made by weaving or knitting fibres together.

(

)

3. Polyester,Nylon,Rayon ae examples of natural fibre.

(

)

4. People who travel in deserts cover most part of their body using clothes.(

)

5. Synthetic fibres are very weak and it will tear off easily.

)

(

V. PUZZLE :
Across
1. Synthetic fibre
3. Fibre which we get from the plants
5. Fibre which is used to make bedsheets
Down :
2. This will be used in rainy season
4. This will protect the clothes from insects
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VI Define
1. Fibre
2. Natural fibre
3. Manmade fibre

N

4. Moth balls

VII. give reason
1. Rain coats are made up of synthetic fibre.
2. In summer season we have to wear cotton clothes.
3. Moth balls or dried neem leave should be kept in the clothes.

VIII.Answer the following
1. What are the special qualities of synthetic fabrics?
2. Name the kinds of fibre used to make different fabrics?
3. How did early man protect themselves?
4. How can clothes be stored for a long time?

IX Answer in detail
1. How are natural fibre different from manmade fibre?
2. How can you take care of your clothes?
3. What are the clothes we wear depending uon the season?

